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Chapterr  8 

Implementingg Dynamo 

BeforeBefore enlightenment, the mountain is a mountain. 
WhileWhile seeking enlightenment, the mountain is a floating mirage, 

atat once real and ephemeral, at once there and not there. 
AfterAfter enlightenment, the mountain is a mountain. 

-- Zen folklore 

8.11 Introductio n 

Wee have so far presented a way of interpreting DFOL formulas as programs, a 
methodd of verifying correctness of such programs, and a tableau calculus that can 
bee implemented as an engine for the language. What we need now is to do the 
implementation,, so we can use the language for programming and exploring the 
conceptss so far introduced. 

Beforee developing the tableau calculus, we had other implementations of Dy-
namo,namo, based on the state machines described in Chapter 5 but we were having 
aa bit of trouble with negation; when a negated formula succeeded with 'complex 
states',, we put the result back into state form by dualizing the result, which was 
basicallyy applying De Morgan's laws to the set of states (taking into account that 
thee set represents a disjunction and the states conjunctions), so that its nega-
tionn would again be a set of states. This gave us the idea of actually using a 
tableauu calculus to carry out the computations. Now we have a calculus that 
dealss with these matters in a much more natural way, but knows nothing about 
simplee arithmetic; still, we are closer now to DFOL semantics. 

Wee report here on our efforts to bring the two capabilities together; the pur-
posee of this implementation is to test the appropriateness and efficiency of the 
tableauu method for implementation of a programming language. 
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Freee Variable Tableaux 
Wee follow the guidelines given in [Fit96] for the handling of universally quantified 
variables:: the formulas in each branch are organized as a list, and we always 
processs the fomula at the head of the list. When the formula is not of type 7, 
thee formula itself is removed from the list, and is replaced by the formulas that 
resultt from applying the corresponding rule. When the 7-rule is applied, the 
formulaa can not be discarded, but is then moved to the end of the list, to enable 
thee other formulas in the branch to be processed. The branches themselves are 
alsoo organized as a list; whenever the 7-rule is applied, the algorithm leaves the 
branchh and goes on to the next one in the list. 

Closingg the Tableau. In its original version, when the algorithm expands 
thee tableau until the 7 rule has been applied a predetermined number of times, 
thee program tries to close all branches, by finding the substitution that will 
closee all of them simultaneously. Essentially, it will sequentially, starting from 
thee empty substitution, find all extensions of the current substitution that close 
thee branch, and try to close the rest of the branches starting from each of the 
extensions.. If no substitution that closes the entire tableau is found, the tableau 
iss considered 'not solved'; either the formula is satisfiable, or the 7 rule will 
havee to be applied a higher number of times, usually starting from scratch. In 
thee Dynamo implementation, the 7 rule is applied at most once per branch (it 
mightt not be needed), and then closure is attempted. If closure is not reached, 
andd at least one branch consists only of atoms, the tableau is open, otherwise 
thee algorithm does another pass through the already expanded tableau and tries 
againn until closure is reached. 

8.22 The Dynamo Engine 

8.2.11 The Programming Language 

DynamoDynamo is implemented in Haskell; compiles under GHC version 5.04. As before, 
wee chose Haskell over other programming languages because of its small semantic 
gapp between the program and its task, its being strongly typed, and the fact that 
itt compiles into an executable program instead of requiring an interpreter. 

8.2.22 The Algorith m 

Thee way we implemented the free variable tableaux is shown in Figure 8.1. 

 The function init-branch(form) initializes the branch data structure, with 
thee input formula as the only element of the formula list. 
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input ::  form: formula; 
input ::  query: list of variable schemes 
var::  Branches, New_branches: list of branches 
var::  current: branch 

Branchess := {init-branch(form)} ; 
{{  *  Main loop *} 
whil ee (close_branches(Branches)= False 

andd all^atomic-branch (Branches) 
New_branchess := 0; 
{{  *  Single step *} 
foreachh current in Branches do 

{{  *  Infer until univ. quant or out 
NewJbranchess := New.branches U s 

Branchess := NewJbranches; 

iff  (close-branches (Branches) = Tru e 
thenn retur n "unsatisfiable" 
elsee retur n (extract .values (query, 

== False) do 

ofof formulas *} 
inglee .step (current); 

Branches)) ) 

Figuree 8.1: Structure of the Dynamo engine 

 The function single_step(current) applies the rule that corresponds to the 
typee of formula at the head of the list in the branch; if the type is 7, after 
applyingg the corresponding rule the formula is copied at the end of the for-
mulaa list and the function returns. Otherwise, single_step is applied to all 
thee branches that result from application of the rule, until the formula list 
iss empty or the 7-rule is processed. If the result of applying a rule is a new 
atom,, (ground) closure is checked for. If the branch is found to close, it is 
removedd from the result list. 
 The function close-branches attempts to close all branches, one by one; 
itt calls close-branch for each branch, and carries a list of all the freez-
ingg substitutions that close all processed branches. If a branch can not be 
closedd by any of the existing freezing substitutions (or an extension of one), 
thee procedure returns False. 

 The function close-branch (current) attempts to find complementary atoms 
inn the branch, first through the congruence closure and failing that through 
unificationn with a universally quantified variable. It accepts as parameters 
thee list of atoms in the branch, the computed congruence closure, and a 
freezingg substitution, and returns whether the branch can be closed or not, 
andd the substitution that closes it if possible. 

 The function all^atomicJbranch(branches) looks for a branch made up 
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entirelyy of atoms. Since it is called after a test for closure, the presence of 
suchh a branch always indicates that the tableau will never close. 

 The function extract_values(query, Branches) extracts the values of the 
requiredd variables from the open tableau branches. 

8.33 Tableau reasoning for  DFOL 
Heree we review the main departures from a tableau prover for FOL; the data 
structure,, which had to take into account the handling of equality, and the im-
plementationn of the rules. 

8.3.11 Data Structures 

Thee main data structure in this implementation is the branch. A branch is a tuple 
consistingg of a list of formulas, a list of universally quantified variables present 
inn the branch, a congruence, and a list of atoms. The list of formulas contains 
thee formulas to be processed, the list of universally quantified variables holds 
thee variables that would serve as arguments for skolem functions, the congruence 
keepss track of equalities between terms, and the list of atoms carries the list of 
atomicc facts that is searched for complementary assertions. The program state 
iss a tuple containing the list of branches, and the indexes of the last universal 
variablee and the last skolem function instantiated. The program state is reached 
throughh a state monad, and is therefore transparent to most functions in the 
program. . 

8.3.22 Rules 

Rulee Extensions. Many of the tableau rules of Chapter 7 included both lead-
ingg substitutions and trailing formulas, which were actually optional and could 
bee replaced by a tautology; that had to be made more explicit in the program, 
whichh multiplied the number of rule instances. For example, one of the cases of 
thee /?-rule is: 

9;9; {fa Ufa); fa 

9;9; fa; fa 9; fa; fa 

Inn this case, both 9 and fa are optional; only (fa U fa) is required to be non-
empty,, so the rule has to fire on (9; (fa Ufa); fa), (9; (faUfa)), ((fa Ufa); fa) and 
(faUfa).(faUfa). We solved the problem in part by placing the empty substitution at the 
startt of the input formula, since the rules themselves ensure all resulting formulas 
wil ll  start with a substitution, but the trailing formulas still force us to duplicate 
thee rules. The reason for the trailing formulas is precisely that the rules push a 
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substitutionn through the whole: order is not important in FOL, but it matters a 
lott in DFOL. 

Blocking.. Block formulas, given their nature as assertions, were given special 
treatment:: when a block formula is found, a new tableau is created for it, with 
thee same data as the current branch but only the blocked formula in the formula 
list,, and evaluated. If it results in many branches, the rule creates branches in-
corporatingg the list of atoms of each new branch to copies of the current branch. 
Inn this way we block the dynamic effects that would result from existential quan-
tificationn inside the blocked formula, but keep any atomic checks that were not 
groundedd at the time of evaluation. 

Universall  Quantification . A problem with universal quantification is that it 
representss a 'standing order': unlike the other rules, the 7-rule does not consume 
thee formula it processes, and it can be processed again. If a limit to the number 
off  times the 7-rule can be applied were known, the logic would be decidable. The 
enginee will run forever on satisfiable problems in which all branches have a 7-type 
formula;; we are looking for ways in which it can be detected that a new application 
off  the 7 rule will be redundant. We also need to ensure fairness, as stated in 
Sectionn 7.6; ensuring that for all branches B of the fully expanded (possibly 
infinite)) tableau Tinf, all the a-, j3-, and 5-type formulas present either in B or in 
thee original formula $ are used to expand B, and that all 7-type formulas present 
inn <f>  or B are used to expand B infinitely often. Our computation rule makes 
suree this happens: formulas are kept in a list, a-, /?-, and 5-type formulas are 
alwayss discarded and replaced by the resulting formula(s), while 7-type formulas 
aree put at the end of the list while the formulas resulting from applying the rule 
aree still placed in the head of the list. 

8.44 Extensions to the Calculus 

Afterr implementing the free variable tableau, there was still something to be done: 
wee want the engine to do some computation, and maybe even support equational 
reasoning.. The following is an account of our efforts. 

8.4.11 Indexed Variables 

Havingg indexed variables is very useful for programming, since it enables us to 
writee a program for the general case of a problem; we don't need to write n 
programss to sort arrays of size 2 . .. n. But then we have a problem: 

[4/A]o[8/J[*] I6/l[4]]]  = ? 
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Wee must either make sure that the indexes are grounded or allow composition of 
substitutionss to fail when the result would be inconsistent. Since we find it hard 
too figure out why someone would want to assign values to unspecified elements of 
ann array, we chose the first option. In [AB98], the corresponding requirement is 
thatt all indexes have to be grounded, and the term to be substituted for the index 
variablee must be also grounded; we relax the requirement in that the substituting 
termm can be non-grounded. Another idea to consider is to treat bindings of the 
formm [£/u[fc]] and formulas of the form v[k] = t , where k is not grounded, as 
instancess of t\ =t2, that is, add the equality to the list of atoms. 

8.4.22 Teaching Dynamo to Add 

Somethingg that might not be apparent in the description of Chapter 7 is that the 
handlingg of terms does not contemplate interpreted function symbols other than 
=.. While this is a specialized behavior for theorem provers, it is crucial for a 
programmingg language: we want the language to be able to do basic arithmetic, 
suchh as necessary for incrementing a counter or specifying a range. We added 
thenn interpretation of +, - , * and div (integer division) to the language. Still, 
somethingg was missing, since expressions could be indirectly ground (as in x = 
y;y; y = 4; z = x + 2), so we added a lookup to the congruence closure in the term 
evaluation.. Also, formulas of the type <j> 1 and [Xlt2 required evaluation of the 
termss in the rule body. We also included interpretation of <,<,>,< for ground 
terms. . 

8.4.33 What to do wit h the Equations 

Afterr a formula is determined to be satisfiable, there are two possible outcomes 
forr each branch: either the complete list of atoms has been grounded, found 
consistent,, and discarded, or some values are still to be computed and we are 
leftt with a set of ungrounded atoms. Now, this set itself could be unsatisfiable 
(considerr the atoms {o > 6, b > c, c > a], or a set of equations). We have 
nott included equation solving in Dynamo; possible solutions include coupling 
ann algorithm for equation solving to the tableau algorithm [ABC+02], calling 
ann external program to solve the equation system, and encouraging potential 
programmerss to try and make their programs give values to their variables; we're 
aimingg for a language with an imperative flavor after all. 

8.55 Example runs 

Wee will show now some examples that highlight improvements of the implemen-
tationn over previous versions of the engine and over the calculus as presented. 
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8.5.1.. EXAMPLE. [Blocks puzzle] Let's consider a classical AI puzzle [Ram87]: 
wee have a pile of three blocks, which are either green or red. The bottom block is 
red,, and the top block is green; we don't know the color of the middle brick. The 
questionn is: Is there a green brick on top of a red brick? The Dynamo version of 
thee puzzle is as follows: 

[juanhQbanaann dynamo] $ cat tes ts /a ipuzz le 
/**  program puzzle ;* / 

begin n 
G 1 ; R 3 ; ; 
00 1 2; 0 2 3; 
nott (some k;!(G k);!(R k )); 
nott (some x; G x ;some y; R y ; 0 x y ); 

end d 

?? () true 

Here,, the Gx and Rx predicate represents being green and red, respectively, 
andd Oxy represents "block x is over block y". We state the facts about the 
dispositionn and coloring of the blocks, and that a block is either green or red. 
Then,, we state that there never is a green brick on top of a red brick, and call 
Dynamo: Dynamo: 

[juanhCbanaann dynamo]$ ./dynamo tes ts /a ipuzz le 

Input: : 
G-[C1]};R{[3]};0{[1,2]};0<[2,3]} ; ; 
!(Exx k;!(G{[k]}); !(R{[k]})) ; 
!(Exx x;G-C[x]};Ex y;R{[y]};0{[x,y]> ) 

Endd of input 

Formulaa i s False 
Elapsedd time: 3.0e-2 

Previouss versions of Dynamo would just return the  state, since by design they 
don'tt deal with universal quantification. 

8.5.2.. EXAMPLE. [Computation of Answer Substitutions] In the example on 
Chapterr 7, we hinted that while the tableau engine itself did not know about 
thee semantics of <, the left branch could be eliminated by model checking or 
termm rewriting, or adding the relevant axioms for <, We do a limited form of 
modell  checking (interpretation of < ,<=,<=,< for ground terms), so here is how 
thee problem looks like in Dynamo: 
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[juanhGbanaann dynamo]$ cat tests/union 

/** program union;*/ 

begin n 

x<3; ; 
begin n 
x=55 or x=2 

end d 
end d 

?? (x) true 

andd how Dynamo reacts: 

[juanhflbanaann dynamo]$ ./dynamo tests/union 

Input: : 
<{[x,3]};x== 55 U x==2 

Endd of input 

Formulaa i s True 
"x=2" " 
[<{[x,3]} ] ] 

Elapsedd time: 0.0 

Thee line under " i = 2" tells us that the condition x < 3 is still active: we 
probablyy need to remove 'constraint' atoms once the constraint is fulfilled by the 
model. . 

8.5.3.. EXAMPLE. [More computed answers: the Eight Queens Problem] This is 
actuallyy a classical Dynamo example program: all versions have been able to 
solvee it. What makes it special in this case is that the engine had to be able 
too add and substract, address values in an array, and evaluate terms in the rule 
body.. We found that there are a lot of things to improve on the new engine: 
thee old Dynamo solved the problem in 5.3 seconds, while the current Dynamo 
tookk 37.3 seconds. We take comfort that the new engine, while more ponderous, 
cann tackle many more problems than the previous ones, and that this is but a 
proof-of-conceptt implementation. 

[juanhQbanaann dynamo]$ cat tests/8queens 
/**  program Nqueens(f[]) ;* / 
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begin n 
nn = 8; 
somee k; k := 0; 
doo ii times 
begin n 

kk := k + 1; 
fin dd r in [1 
begin n 

rr  = f [ k ] ; 
nott  (find i in 

(ff  [ i ] = r or 
end d 

end d 
end d 

n]]  with 

[11 .. k-1] with 
ff  [ i ] = r + (k - i ) or  f [ i ] = r - (k 

?? ( fD ) tru e 

[juanhtbanaann dynamo]$ ./dynamo t«ita/8qu««ns 

Input : : 
n—8;Exx k;[(k,0)];D o n timaa ([(k,+([k, l3)) 3 ;Choos« ( r : - l . .n ) with r—«W ; 
KChooi**  ( i : - l . . - (Dt ,13) ) 

wit hh [[[[«[i3—r3 3 U [[«[13—+([r,-([k,13)3)33 U [ [«[ i3—([r ,-( [k,13)3)3333)) 
Endd of input 

Formula a 
«[83-3 3 
«[83-3 3 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-4 4 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-4 4 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-4 4 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-4 4 
«[83-4 4 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-4 4 
«[83-3 3 
«[83-3 3 
«[83-3 3 
«[83-8 8 
«[83-3 3 
«[83-7 7 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-4 4 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-4 4 
«[83-6 6 
«[83-7 7 
«[83-8 8 
«[83-3 3 

iaa True 
;;  «[73-6 
;;  «[73-6 
;;  «[73-2 
;;  «[73-2 
;;  «[73-7 
;;  «[73-7 
;;  «[73-4 
;;  «[73-3 
;;  «[73-2 
;;  «[73-2 
;;  «[73-3 
;;  «[73-3 
;;  «[73-2 
;;  «[73-6 
;;  «[73-8 
;;  «[73-3 
;;  «[73-7 
;;  «[73-6 
;;  «[73-7 
;;  «[73-6 
;;  «[73-2 
;;  «[73-1 
;;  «[73-4 
;;  «[73-7 
;;  «[73-2 
;;  «[73-2 
;;  «[73-1 
;;  «[73-1 
;;  «[73-2 
ii  «[73-2 
;;  «[73-6 

«[63-4 4 
«[63-2 2 
«[63-4 4 
«[63-7 7 
«[63-2 2 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-7 7 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-4 4 
«[63-8 8 
«[63-1 1 
«[63-1 1 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-1 1 
«[63-4 4 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-3 3 
«[63-7 7 
«[63-2 2 
«[63-2 2 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-7 7 
«[63-2 2 
«[63-2 2 
«[63-8 8 
«[63-8 8 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-8 8 
«[63-4 4 
«[63-4 4 
«[63-8 8 

«[53-2 2 
«[53-8 8 
«[533 " 7 
«[63-3 3 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-2 2 
«[63-1 1 
«[63-7 7 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-6 6 
«[53-8 8 
«[63-8 8 
«[53-6 6 
«[63-1 1 
«[63-8 8 
«[63-8 8 
«[53-1 1 
«[63-8 8 
«[53-8 8 
«[63-3 3 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-4 4 
«[63-6 6 
«[63-1 1 
«[63-8 8 
«[63-4 4 
«[63-1 1 
«[63-1 1 
«[63-4 4 

«M3-8 8 
«[43-6 6 
«[43-3 3 
«[43-6 6 
«[43-3 3 
«[43-6 6 
«[43-3 3 
«[43-1 1 
«[43-8 8 
«[43-1 1 
«[43-8 8 
«[43-6 6 
«[43-6 6 
«[43-2 2 
«[43-3 3 
«[43-1 1 
«[43-2 2 
«[43-4 4 
«[43-6 6 
«[43-1 1 
«[43-1 1 
«[43-8 8 
«[43-8 8 
«[43-8 8 
«[43-7 7 
«[43-4 4 
«[43-2 2 
«[43-2 2 
«[43-8 8 
«[43-7 7 
«[43-1 1 

«[33-6 6 
«[33-4 4 
«[33-8 8 
«[33-8 8 
«[33-1 1 
«[33-1 1 
«[33-6 6 
«C33-4 4 
«[33-3 3 
«[33-3 3 
«[33-2 2 
«[33-2 2 
«[33-1 1 
«[33-8 8 
«[33-6 6 
«[33-4 4 
«[33-6 6 
«[33-2 2 
«[33-1 1 
«[33-7 7 
«[33-7 7 
«[33-2 2 
«[33-1 1 
«[33-1 1 
«[33-1 1 
«[33-7 7 
«[33-7 7 
«[33-7 7 
«[33-6 6 
«[33-6 6 
«[33-7 7 

«[23-7 7 
«[23-7 7 
«[23-6 6 
«[23-6 6 
«[23-4 4 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-2 2 
«[23-2 2 
«[23-1 1 
«[23-6 6 
«[23-4 4 
«[23-4 4 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-2 2 
«[23-2 2 
*D3-1 1 
«[23-8 8 
«[23-4 4 
«[23-4 4 
«[23-4 4 
«[23-4 4 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-3 3 
«[23-2 2 

«[13-1; ; 
ff  [13-1; 
«[13-1; ; 
«[13-1; ; 
«[13-8; ; 
«[13-8; ; 
«[13-8; ; 
ff  [13-8; 
«[13-7; ; 
«[13-7; ; 
«[13-7; ; 
«[13-7; ; 
«[13-7; ; 
«[13-7; ; 
«[13-7; ; 
«[13-7; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
«[13-6; ; 
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;;  f[73-8 
;;  f [7]-2 
;;  f [73-3 
;;  f [7]-7 
;;  f [73-6 
;;  *C7]-2 
;;  l [7 ] - 6 
;;  i [7 ] - 4 
ii  *[73-« 
;;  *[73»8 
ii  *[7]- 4 
;;  JE7>3 
;;  *[7]«6 
;;  f [7] - 4 
;;  *[7]- 6 
;;  t C7] -3 
;;  *[73-8 
;;  f [7]-6 
;;  *C7]- i 
;;  * [7> 7 
;;  t[7] -3 
;;  f [7]- 6 
;;  t[7] «7 
;;  f [7]-2 
;;  f [7]- 6 
;;  f[7]«8 
;;  t [7] -3 
;;  f [73-1 
;;  *C7]-3 
;;  *[73-6 
;;  *[7]- 3 
;;  f [7]- 6 
;;  f [73-3 
;;  f [7 ] - 6 
;;  f [73-1 
;;  f [73-6 
;;  f [7]-3 
;;  *[7]- 4 
;;  i [ 7 > 2 
ii  *C73-1 
;;  *[7]- 4 
;;  f [7]- a 
;;  *[7]«5 
;;  f [7]-7 
;;  f [7]-7 
;;  t [7] -7 
;;  *[73-8 
;;  f [7]- 8 
;;  f [7]- 7 
;;  *[73-2 
;;  t[7] -8 
;;  f [7] - 4 
;;  t [7] -7 
;;  *[73-7 
;;  f [73-6, 
;;  fC7]-l , 
;;  f [ 7 > 3, 
;;  f[73-7; 
;;  *[73-6; 
;;  fC7]-6; 
;;  f [7]-7 ; 

;;  i [«]- B 
;;  f [6]- 7 
;;  f [6]- 7 
;;  f [6] - 2 
;;  f [6]-2 
;;  f[63-6 
;;  f[63-8 
;;  f [6]- 6 
;;  f [e ] -8 
;;  f [63-1 
;;  f [6 ] - l 
;;  f [63-1 
;;  t[63-8 
;;  *C6]-2 
;;  *C6]- i 
;;  i [6 ] - 7 
;;  f [63-4 
;;  f E6] «8 
;;  t [63 -3 
;;  *[63-3 
;;  f [63-7 
.. f [63-2 

ff  [6]-2 
*[63-7 7 
«« [6]-2 
ff  [6]-6 
*[63- l l 
ff  [6]-5 
ff  [6]-8 
ff  [6]-7 
ff  [63-1 
ff [63 -3 
ff  [63-1 
ff  » ] «8 
ff  [6]-8 
ff  [6]-8 
ff  [63-1 
tt [63 -2 
ff  [6]-6 
ff  [6]-4 
*[63- l l 
ff  [63-7 
ff  [63-7 
i [ 6 ] - l l 
ff  [6]-6 
ff  [6]-6 
tt [63 -4 
ff  [63-1 
ff  [63-1 
ff  C6]-7 
*[63-2 2 
ff  [6]-7 
ff  [6]-4 
*[63-6. . 
f [6 ] -4 . . 
ff  [6]-6, 
f[63-8; ; 
f[63-4; ; 
f [6]-8 ; ; 
f [6]-8 ; ; 
ff  [63-1; 

ii  f [6 ] - 3 
ii  f [6]-3 
;;  *C53-2 
ii  *[53-8 
;;  i [6 ] - 7 
;;  f [6]-3 
.. f [5]-2 

ff  [6]-8 
11 [6] -3 
ff  [6]-3 
ff  [5]-3 
ff  [5] "8 
*[53-2 2 
ff  [5]-8 
ff  [5]-7 
tt [53 -4 
ff  [5]-7 
ff  [5]-3 
ff  [5]-8 
ff [63 -6 
ff  [5] «2 
ff  [6]-7 
ff  [53-6 
ff  [63-1 
ff  [5]-5 
ff  [53-1 
ff  [53-6 
ff  [5]-2 
ff  [5]-2 
ff  [63-1 
tt [6] -7 
i [B] - l l 
i [63-7 7 
*[63- l l 
ff  [53-6 
U63-6 6 
*[63-6 6 
ff  [5]-8 
ff  [53-1 
tt [6] -6 
ff  [5]-5 
ff  [6]-6 
*[53-4 4 
ff  [6]-4 
ff  [6]-8 
ff  [5]-8 
ff  [63-1 
ff  [5]-6 
ff  [6]-8 
ff  [63-1 
ff  C6]-4 
ff  [53-1, 
f[B]-6 , , 
ï [53-3; ; 
ff  [63-1; 
ff  t6]-8; 
ff  [63-4; 
ff  [63-1; 
*[63-3; ; 
*[63-l ; ; 
ff  [5]-3; 

ii  f [43-1; 
;;  U43-6; 
;; f [43-4; 
;;  1M3-6; 
;;  *C4]-1; 
;;  tC4]-l ; 
;;  * M - 4 ; 
;;  * M - 3 ; 
;;  t [4]- l ; 
;;  f [4]-6; 
;;  f [43-6; 
;;  f[43-4; 
;;  *[43-7; 
;;  *[43«6; 
,, f [43-4; 

ff  [43-1; 
*[43-l ; ; 
ff  [43-7; 
f[43-6; ; 
*[43-8; ; 
f[43-8; ; 
ff [43 -5; 
ff  [43-3; 
ff  [43-3i 
ff  [43-8; 
ff  [43-3; 
f[43-2; ; 
f[43-8; ; 
ff  [43-6; 
ff  [43-3; 
ff  [43-2; 
11 [43-6; 
ff  [43-5; 
1M3-6; ; 
i [43-3; ; 
i [43-3; ; 
t[43-8; ; 
1C43-6; ; 
11 [43-7; 
ff  [4]-8; 
*[43-8; ; 
ff  [43-1; 
*[43-l ; ; 
*[43-2; ; 
ff  [43-1; 
ff  [43-2; 
i [43-7; ; 
ff  [43-7; 
f[43-B; ; 
f[43-4; ; 
ff  [43-1; 
f[43-8; ; 
f[43-8; ; 
tt [43-1; 
f[43-8; ; 
f[43-6; ; 
f[43-7; ; 
ff  [43-3; 
ff  [43-1; 
ff  [43-4; 
11 [43 -8; 

f [33-7 ; ; 
tt [33-8; 
tt [33-8; 
tt [33-4; 
t [ 3 ] - 4 ; ; 
ff [33-4; 
ff [33 -1 ; 
ff [33 -1 ; 
ff [33-4; 
ff [33-2; 
( [33-2; ; 
f [33-2; ; 
ff [33-1; 
ff [33-1; 
EE [33-8; 
f [33-8; ; 
ll [33-6; 
tt [33 - 4 ; 
f [33-4; ; 
ff [33-5; 
ff [33-6; 
ff [33-1; 
ff [33-1; 
t [33-5; ; 
t [ 3 3 - l ; ; 
ff [33-6; 
ff [33-5; 
r[33-3; ; 
ff [33-1; 
r[33-8; ; 
r[33-8; ; 
t [33-8; ; 
[ [33-8; ; 
ff [33-7; 
f [33-7; ; 
[ [33-7; ; 
E[3]-6; ; 
t [33-7; ; 
[ [33-4; ; 
t [33-2; ; 
ff [33-2; 
f[33-8; ; 
[[33-8; ; 
[[33-8; ; 
[[33-4; ; 
[[33-4; ; 
[ [33-2; ; 
[ [33-2; ; 
[ [33-2; ; 
[[33-8; ; 
[[33-7; ; 
[ [33-2; ; 
[ [33-2; ; 
E[33-6; ; 
[[33-5; ; 
[[33-3; ; 
[ [33-1; ; 
[[33-8; ; 
[[33-7; ; 
![33-7; ; 
![33-6; ; 

ff  [23-2 
ff  [23-1 
i [23- l l 
*[23- l l 
*[23-8 8 
tt [23-8 
J[23-7 7 
ff  [23-7 
ff  [23-7 
ff  [23-7 
t[23-7 7 
ff  [23-7 
ff  [23-3 
ff  [23-3 
*[23-3 3 
tt [23-2 
ff  [23-2 
ff  [23-2 
ff  [23-2 
ff  [23-1 
ff  [23-1 
ff  [23-8 
ff  [23-8 
ff  [23-8 
ff  [23-7 
ff  [23-7 
ff  [23-7 
ff  [23-7 
ff  [23-6 
ff  [23-6 
ff  [23-6 
ff  [23-2 
ff  [23-2 
ff  [23-2 
ff  [23-2 
l [23-2 2 
ff  [23-2 
1E23-1 1 
ff  [23-8 
ff  [23 " 7 
ï[23-7 7 
f[23-6 6 
ff  [23-6 
ff  [23-6 
ff  [23-6 
ff  [23-6 
*[23-6 6 
*[23-6 6 
ff  [23-6 
ff  [23-5 
ff  [23-5 
ff  [23-5 
ff  [23-5. 
tt [23 -8, 
ff  [23-7; 
ff  [23-7; 
ff  [23-6; 
ff [23-6; 
f[23-5; ; 
f[23-6; ; 
f[23-4; ; 

.. *[ l3-6 ; 
,, f[13-5; 

f [ l3 -5 ; ; 
<[13-5; ; 
f [ l3 -5 ; ; 
ff  [13-5; 
f [ l3 -5 ; ; 
ff  [13-6; 
ff  [13-6; 
ff  [13-6; 
f[13-5; ; 
ff  [13-5; 
ff  [13-5; 
f[13-5; ; 
U13-5; ; 
U13-S; ; 
*[ l3-5 ; ; 
l [ l3 -6 ; ; 
*[13-5; ; 
J[ l3-4; ; 
i [ l 3 -4 ; ; 
f[13-4; ; 
f [ l3 -4 ; ; 
f [ l3 -4 ; ; 
f[13-4; ; 
l [13-4; ; 
*[ l3-4 ; ; 
*[ l3-4 ; ; 
*[13-4; ; 
f [ l3 -4 ; ; 
* [ l3-4 ; ; 
f[13-4; ; 
«[13-4; ; 
f[13-4; ; 
f[13-4; ; 
*[ l3-4 ; ; 
f[13-4; ; 
ï [13-3; ; 
ff  [13-3; 
ff  [13-3; 
ff  [13-3; 
ff  [13-3; 
f[13-3; ; 
ff  [13-3; 
ff  [13-3; 
ff  [13-3; 
f[13-3; ; 
U13-3; ; 
*[13-3; ; 
i [13-3; ; 
* [ l3-3 ; ; 
J[13-3; ; 
tt[13-3; [13-3; 
ff  [13-2; 
ff  [13-2; 
t[13-2; ; 
ff  [13-2; 
f[13-2; ; 
f[13-2; ; 
*[13-2; ; 
«[13-2; ; 

Elapsedd time: 37.31 
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8.66 Conclusion 
Wee have now provided a platform on which to experiment on the concepts pre-
sentedd in Chapters 5, 6 and 7; this opens the way to cross-checking the contents 
off  these chapters, and even as it is their culmination it serves as a background 
too their study. Implementation is the true test for theories; teaching a tableau 
proverr to do simple arithmetic can be hard. Also, we found that the use of a 
theoremm prover as a language engine demands a major increase in its capabilities 
too be worthwhile. 

Nextt steps for Dynamo include adding equational reasoning capabilities, get-
tingg it to run faster, adding data types, the 3 operator and the Kleene star, and 
implementingg a tool to verify Dynamo programs using the calculus presented in 
Chapterr 6. 




